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tsa
Board of Governors
AT KERRVILLE
Meet
The TSA Board of Governors met Sunday, 1 September, 1968, at Kerrville, Texas.
Delegates were: Alamo Grotto, Luther Bundrant; Balcones Grotto, Bill Russell and
D-FV Grotto, Bill Green and Jack J. Burch; Houston Grotto, ToiiiiiiY Knox; SAG, Jim
Nunnally; SWTSS, Mike Walsh and Brian Gulligan; TTSS, Jon Vinson and Suzanne
Richard Smith and Orio.n Knox; Ind • , Mike Moody and Jack C .Burch ( Ollene Bundrant
All officers were present.

David Meredith;
Normand andDalg
Fowler; U'ro, A.
proxy for Burch}

The minutes of the April 27 meeting were read and approved as read.
REpORTS:

Treasurer: Balance27 April - $114.65; Income - $213.42; Expenditures - ~207.58; Balance- $120.49.
Survey: (A. Richard Smith) There are currently
85 paid subscribers, two exchange subscribers.
Finances are solvent.
The
reprint of
the
Vertebrate paleo. is ready, will be available
in the very near future.
The Bell-coryell Co.
issue is now being reprinted, also the San Saba
County issue which will be greatly enlarged
with maps revised and drafted by Carl Kunath.
Further information is
needed to make
this
issue as complete as possible.
James Reddell
is working on a Biology Bibliography; reports
and articles on all related subjects are needed
this issue will be indexed and
published by
county. The Kendall Co • maps will be drafted
by Mid -December. A long range issue on Indian
Creek is underway. I t will include
detailed
history, geology and biology reports and maps.
Anyone who has worked there should send reports
to be included.
The new punch card checklist
was displayed; There are near-1600 caves in the
state. The checltlist may be obtained for 15¢
per county for mailing from the SURVEY, Box
7455 1 ur Station, Austin, Texas 78712.
.Alo£6: (Biil Russell)

The convention was very
succes·s f'ul, over 400 new subscribers were gained. The full color issue of Golondrinas was
ready; ·It is available for $3.00 per copy.
There are only 88 copies of Bulletin I left, it
will be reprinted. Financ.e s are solvent; membership is ·$5.00 per .year.
R.C.R.D.: {Luther Bundrant} No rescues
have
been reported • No proposals for organizing the
rescue program have been made • Any suggestions
are needed and will be welcome.
CAVER: {Suzanne Fowler) Finances are solvent.
Artielea and grotto news are very badly needed •
{Of the 15 recognized · ~~ember - groUps . in the

Region, besides the Independents, the average
grotto news reports sent eacnmonth is about
Reddell pointed out tb3t it is asking too much
to expect the CAVER staff to attempt to fill up
every publication and suggested that rather
than using time and effort
complaining about
the lack of material in the CAVER, each person
so inclined might use their time and effort
writing an article for publication.
Conservation: . (Bill Russell) Because Dead Dog
Cave has changed owners, the gate has not been
installed. Cave formations were being sold at
Inner Space Caverns for a time; several guides
threatened to resign if the practice was not
stepped.
It is believed that the threat had
some effect.
NSS Convention Report: There were 522 in attendance; overall, it was one of the most successful conventions yet.
TSA members
Terry
Raines, Bill Russell, John Fish, pete Lindsley,
and James Quinlan received
Certificates
o f
Merit and were granted fellowships in
the
Society. Texas representation in the Congress
of Grottoes was poor, probably because thee • of
G. has no real power in the . Society. Reddel
suggested that TSA send delegates to the Cong.
gress in the future to express our views and
problems; we would be eligible for about 15
votes •
The Board voted to rotate meetings in
the East, Central and West parts of the Nation
to give all members equal Opportunity to visit
the meetings. The March l, 1969 meeting will
be held in Austin with the t1r and Balcones
Grottoes acting as hosts. Tbe !88 dues increase
vill be fully discussed in the forthcoming Kevs.
Since there were many. obJections to tbe overall
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increase, Reddell and Smith have drafted a resolution to be submitted to the Board opposing
any future overall increase in dues. The· proposal to make the BULLETIN subscription
only
received much support, but it was opposed by
many who feel that discontinuance of the Bulletin to the general membership would tend to
de-emphasize the scientific standard of the
Society.
An hour-long color T.V. special, "Riddle of A
Mayan Cave", featuring A. Richard Smith will be
The date will be pubshown on ABC this fall.
lished well in advance in the CAVER. (This is
now November 18. The CAVER has not received a
date for this showing!"--Typist)
The August 1968 NSS NEWS article
about
the
Humble service dealer in Cookeville, Tenn. was
reviewed. Letters of protest to Humble are requested.

THE TEXAS CAVER

Election:
CHAIRMAN - A. Richard Smith was nominated by
John Fish.
VICE CHAIRMAN -David Meredith yas nominated by
A. Richard Smith.
SECRETARY ~REASURER - Suzanne Fowler was nominated by Luther Bundrant.
All officers were elected by acclamation.
The next B .o .G. mceting was tentatively set by
Smith for about 7 Feb. 1969 at San Saba.
The
time will . be published in advance.
Respectfully,

- 1968

KERR COUNTY pROJECT ATTENDANCE

A preston McMichael Memorial Award for photography or sketching was proposed. Carl Kunath
suggested that the award be for some
other
category, and suggested best mapping,
best
article published, etc. The Executive Committee
will consider possibilities for discussion at
future meetings.
Tommy Knox reported that Dewayne Dickey has
organized and catalogued the publication files.
Dickey will be asked to write a report for the
CAVER on the use of the files.
A motion was made by A. Richard Smith and seconded by Suzanne Fowler that the CAVER be sent
to all NSS Board members.
Luther
Bundrant
suggested that the Region assume the expense;
Smith so ammended his motion.
It was passed
unanimously .
A motion was made by A. Richard Smith and seconded by Orion Knox that the Region plan projects to raise $200.00 1 $100.00 to be donated
to each Shel ta Cave and Ezell Is Caves. Reddell
suggested that any immediate contributions be
sent to Shelta because interest
on the loan
begins on Oct. 1. A motion was made by Orion
Knox and seconded by John Fish that the Region
contribute $25.00 now and $25.00 after the next
Region to the cave purchase fund.
The motion
passed unanimously. In response to the question
of the possibility that more than $200.00 may .
be raised, Smith ammended his motion to state
that all in excess of $200.00 will be
conttributed to Ezell's. Approval was unanimous.
Some means of raising the money suggested were
to ask donations from grottoes, individuals ,
college Biology Departments, increase convention registration fees, sell banquet and bar-bQ tickets at a profit. The suggestion to charge
a registration fee for the projects was opposed
by Luther Bundrant on the basis that the projects are planned for work, not entertainment.
The SURVEY will publish a special report on
Ezell's Cave for sale; all profit will be donated to the fund. All donations should be send
to Suzanne Fowler, Treasurer. All contributions
are tax deductable.

Name
Bundrant, Luther
Bundrant, Ollene
Bundrant, Mike
Burch, Gloria
Burch, Jack J.
Burch, Jack C •
Burch, Margaret
Clark, Leonard
Doyle, M.D.
Dunn, Bob
Felton, Ross
Fish, John
Fowler, Suzanne
Galligan, Brian
Greene, Byll
Haak, John
Hardegree
Henry, Robert
Holmes, Evan W.
Hughes, peter
Jasek, James
Knodell, preston
Knox, Jan
Knox, Orion
Knox, Glomi
Knox, Tommy
Kunath, Carl E.
Kunath, Glenda
Marion, Carolyn
Marion, Don
Meredith, David
Moody, Michael
Normand, Jim
Nunnelly, Doug
Reddell, James
Robinson, Ja.ck~yn
Robinson, Norman
Russell, Wm. H.
Schroeder, Jillmy
Sherborne, Bill
Smith, A. Richard
Vinson, Jon
Walsh, Mike
Warden, Tom B. Jr.
Workman, Keith
Workman, Kirk

NSS

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Grotto
Alamo
Alamo
Ind.

D-FW
D-FW
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Alamo
TTSS

Ind.
tJl'G
TTSS

SWTSS

D-FW
Ind.

D-FW

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

SAG
Ind.
Houston
Huaco
Ind.
tJl'G
l1.I'G

Houston
Houston
Ind.
Ind.

D-FW
D-FW
Balcones
Ind.
SAG

SAG
'l'TSS /tJl'G

Ind.
Ind.
UT/Bal.
'Uaco ·
Houston
UTG
'l'TSS

SWTSS

RGV/Bal..
Houston
Houston
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the claustrophiliacS corner
By Bill Russell
Much has been written about the vertical caver and his pilgrimages to the Sotanos of Mexico,
and whole books describe the exploration of the large cave systems of the world; but the joys of
those who go into the small places remain unrecorded and unappreciated.
This is the first of what is hoped to be a regular feature on the Claustrophiliac, the lover
of the small place.
This love does not result from a "return to the womb" complex often ascribed
to cavers, but from a sense of accomplishment and pride in a job well done. A small squeeze can,
if one has the right frame of mind, be just as exciting as the deepest sotano in all of Mexico.
But the rewards of a visit to a small place are of their very nature a more personal thing. For
example, Claustrophiliacs do not bring back slides of a · slender shaft of light illuminating the
floor from a thousand feet above and say proudly, "I did this pit".
They have only sore lXIUSCles
and scraped skin.
Even holding Up a torn mudcaked shirt will not impress an audience. It is our
hope that this column will provide recognition for those who know they have been ~omewhere not
everyone would want to go, or could get to if they wanted. These people are the Claustrephiliacs,
the explorers of the small places •
Texas is full of claustrophilic challenges.
One of the. most notable is Cave X, near Austin.
This cave is about 1500 feet long(more or less,
the mapping partY never made it to the end.)
through the crawlway, being careful not to go
And there are five places where a person can
too fast, so as to not make waves, when h e
stand Upright, three of them vertical pits
brushed against the ceiling, unloosening a secwhere the passage dreps to a lower level . No
tion of ceiling about two feet long. Fortunatequipment is required for this cave, the cave
ely it wasn't a thick piece and he was able to
is only 1500 feet long, and perhaps one out of
work his way out from under it.
every fifty cavers reached the end.
It is not
Another Travis County attraction for the
uncommon for a rirst trip to the Los pollitos
Claus t rophili ac is Dead .Dog Cave. To reach the
Room at the end of the cave and a return to the
main part .of the cave it is necessary to traentrance to take over eight hours, an average
verse a vertical crack 30 feet high, but at its
speed o~ less than one foot per minute.
narrowest only eight inches wide. (This pageThis cave has several particularly nasty
the narrow way) Not only is this crack small,
features that delight the hearts of the true
but the widest part is about fifteen feet above
claustrophiliac. Not only is much of the crawlthe floor and not at a constant level. Thus
ing on solid rock where the everpresent granwes
travelling through the crack involves not only
squeezing horizontally along the fissure, but
of flint work most effectively on knees and elblows, the cave gets worae the further into it
also deciding what level to try. The feet tend
one gets. The first thousand feet is just bad
to slide down into the narrow part of the crack
crawling, but from the Lit pit (an old lantern
and· wedge . One of the most frustrating exis wedged in a niche here) the cave is more
periences is spending five minutes laboriously
challenging.
At the bottom of the pit is
extracting a foot from the fissure only to disMaguire's Misery, a vertical slot that can be
cover that in the process the other foot has.
negotiated with difficulty by sliding sideways
become wedged • After about 100 feet the botinto a small but strategically placed pool of
tom of the fissure epens into a walking passage
cold water and wiggling. The slot is named for
and it is necessary to squeeze through a small
Dr. Bassett Maguire who passed through it in
slot to emerge at the ceiling of the passage
search of the elusive cave animals that live
below. A cable .ladder is best· for the fifteen
beyond. Just past Maguire's Misery is a small
foot drep, but there is no tie off in the fiabreakdown floored room where one can actually
s.u re so a pipe has been wedged between the
stand Up for about ten feet.
The cave soon
walls • The pipe could not be wedged directly
makes Up . tor tllis generous use of space. The
over the widest part of the apening eo it is
first eXplorers to reach this room thought they
necessary to squeeze through and then, while
bad reached the end 1 but careful examination
hanging on the ceiling reach oYer and grab the
shoved that by lying in a pool at the lower end
ladder. ·A neat trick on the way down, but a
of · the room one could slide into a low narrow
real feat on the way Up when the process is. reversed. The local ·children haYe rigged
tbe
crawlway almost filled with water. This crawldrop with garden hose and scoot through with
way is now named Coffin·Crawl.
Appropriately
enough it was in this crawl that Richard M.
11ttle trouble • The caYe is their dze.
Smith, who currently holds the distinction of
North of Austin in WilliBMon Count,- aeYeral caYe& haYe noteworthy cravla • Caliper
the most'trips to the Los poilitos Room, had a
(Continued on · page
·)
tl'Ue Claustrephilac Experience. He was sliding ·
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GAYlE LU::AS AND NICK LU::AS LIGHT Up A SECTION OF pASSAGE NEAR THE BACK OF DUDlEY CAVE.
pHOTO WITH NIKON-F AND 55MM NIKKOR. 2 M3-B 'S pLUS 40 w/s STROBE AT F/5 .6 WITH pANATOMIC -X FilM IN D-76 . pHOTO BY KUNATH.

PREAMBLE
In happier time, the following article
would have never been written. However, the
CAVER is hurting for material as I'm sure you
all have noticed.
Why don't more peeple contribute to the
CAVER?
.
I think one reason peeple don't write more
for the CAVER is because they feel the caves
they visit aren't worth writing an
article
about. In many cases I think they are right.
However, trips to those "never-to -be -returnedto-grode-holes" should be mentioned in the NEWS
section of the CAVER. References to cave trips
in the NEWS section constitute a valuable . reference source • For example, a few months back
James Reddell and I desperately needed to know
who was on a certain mapping trip to the 0-9
Well.
We knew the year ' the trip was made, so
we scanned the ~section and sure enough,
there it was.
Most caves, I think you would agree, lie
somewhere between the nondescript voids just
mentioned and Carlsbad Caverns.
It's these
caves that we visit constantly and these are
the caves that should be Written up, several
at a time each month in the CAVER. In recent
months every caving group in the state has made
trips to caves that would have made good articles for the CAVER. Thus far, not one of these

Carl E. Kunath
trips has appeared in print.
The only reason
I know they took place is because I maintain a
voluminous correspondence with cavers all over
the state and they have mentioned these trips
in their letters. to me.
I know it's a pain to write up these trips,
but the main purposes of T.S.A. are the promotion of fellowship among all cavers and the
exchange of information.
We seem to be doing
rather poorly on both counts.
Some GRC>TT<:S
publish a better newsletter than some of the
recent issues of the TEXAS CAVER which is supposed to be SUpported by cavers in the LARGEST
REGION in the N.S.S.
Don't try to blame it all on the staff of
the CAVER, they MUST have something to
print
and we just haven't been supplying · them with
material.
I must, in all fairness, admit that
I
haven't exactly swamped the CAVER with articles
in recent months 1 but accompanying this is an
article which I hope will serve as an inspiration to you would -be writers • This 18 the tyPe
of article I personally like to see, and I hope
that you are sufficiently inspired so that next
month I can read about your cave.
(Some facts about the writer appear on the
left of page 100. The map of Dudley Cave app•
ears on page 101.)
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dudley cave
by Carl E Kunath

DESCRIPTION
The entrance to the cave is a slit 4' x 10' at the bottom of a funnel-shaped sink almost 50'
deep. This sink is at the end of a:shallow arroyo which cuts across a large depressed area, One
of several in this part of the country.
These depressed areas often form shallow lakes after
heavy rains and apparently this is the only depression containing a cave entrance. The first few
feet of the sink are in Alluvium and the remainder is in the upper unit of the GeorgetownLime&one
(If I read the map correctly).
The slit mentioned earlier enters the cave near the north wall of
a room about 50' wide and 3-4' high.
A large walking passage leads almost due west for 250' and
then makes a 900 turn and heads due south for 210' before ending rather abruptly. Total length of
the cave is 420 1 and the maximum depth of 60' occurs near the end of the cave.
The floor throughout the ·cave is a dark
mud resulting from the top soil that ~ashes
into the cave during rains. The mud is of unkno~~ depth, but
is several feet at least and
might possibly be much deeper. There are no
side passages and except for a dome near the
end of the cave, it is as featureless as any
cave I have ever seen.
There are stories of a crawlway in the
back portion of· the cave that led to another
and larger part of the cave. No trace could be
found of this crawlway, but it. could easily be
filled with mud. Water entering the cave moves
toward the back in several shallow trenches having an average gradient of 1-2%.
I suspect
that the cave completely fills at times and
then the water gradually seeps out in a fairly
uniform manner along the walls. No point seems
to function as a main drain.
BIOI.DGY
A collection including beatles,
frogs,
crickets and spiders was made on the trip. All
except the frogs were shipped to James Reddell
for identification. One frog was identified by
Jerry Johnson, but the other was not
well
enough preserved for the identification to be
completed. (Alcohol is hard on frogs}. We also
observed, and wer.e in turn observed by, a very
curious and friendly Ring-tail Cat and a curious but not so friendly skunk.
Both were on
ledges in the entrance sink.
HISTORY
It's probably safe to assume that most of
the adventureous souls in Ozona have toured the
cave at · one time or another. The Ozona Grotto

ENTRANCE TO DUDLEY CAVE. YOU !•liGHT BE JUST
BARELY ABLE TO MAKE OUT NICK'S WHITE TEE SHIRT
AT THE BOTTOM OF THE HOLE. (Photo by Kunath Nikon-F and 35mm nikkor. Panatomic-X in D-76)

visited the cave several times and sketchmapped it about 1959.
It was sketch-mapped
again in 1961 as a branch effort of the Sutton
County Proje~t.
Probably few have returned to
Dudley Cave on a second trip.. Dudley Cave is
something of a dud.
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Notes For The Neophyte Spelunker
Note: This
ticle reprinted without permission from THE NETilliR.\JOii.LD NE\jS, Vol. 15, No. 1:
November, 1967. No author is listed. It is noted that it is a reprint of a handout from a
1966 open meeti_ng.
This information is prepared to enable you to be adP.quately prepared for your first cave trip,
It is not a substitute for experienced cave guides nor is it an all encompassing article on techniques. The former should constitute the leaders and the majority of the cavers; the
latter
should be gained through experience:
Cav j ng is a sport and science which requires de;terity, co-ordination and cooperation of its
partic i pants. Caves can range from cold, wet, tight, miserable crawlways over sharp rocks to
lilrge walking passages. Deep pits may be encountered. Anyone with a fear of tight places or fear
of hej gflts should not consider caving. Check yourself out by turning off the lights and sitting
in a dark closet, crawling under a bed or standing on a chair while looking at the floor. lf you
are very uncomfortable -- forget caving.
Cavers have no audience except
other
cavers. If you want to impress others, take
up a sport where non-participants are present
to admire your skill; caving is not for you.
several trips after the first two sources failThe equipment a beginner needs is genered.
ally simple and inexpensive.
The speciality
Foods such as Toot si e Rolls, M & l-1 1 s, and
items may be rented and/or borrowed. Two comhard candies will supply extra energy if needed.
plete sets of clothes are necessary (this inCandy bars are easily mashed and melt and becludes underwear, socks and shoes). One set is
come unappetizing.
Be certain to package in
worn when drivin ' to and from the cave;
The
waterproof, non-glass containers. Plastic bab;r
other set is worn inside the cave. Cave clothes
bottles make excellemt containers for
cave
are generally old. Once clothes are worn in a
supplies.
cave they are a permilnent dirty
brown
color
Much specialized aquipment does exist such
with a few new tears. CAvers generally prefer
as ladders, ropes,climbing hardware, wet suits,
coveralls or jeans. The cooler cl:ima.tes also
dry suits, etc.
New cavers do not require
reouire a sweatshirt or jacket to keep you warm
these items and the need for certain of these
since caves are the mean temperature of
the
items will be more evident when the new caver
area.
(The former will soak up water in a wet
has more experience.
cave and become very heavy.) Both gym shoes
For safety purposes, all vertical work on
and old boots can be used but waders or overladders or rope should be attempted and perfecshoes are not recommended. If the latter boot
ted before using it in a cave.
A neophyte
types are in water over the tops, th~ do not
should not attempt any ladder over thi~ty feet
allow water to drain. Although climbing type
and all ladder work will be belayed.
.Lf
you
soles are good for caves, it is suggested that
feel you need a safety rope at any time, regood boots not be used unless you
want them
quest it. Watch the more experienced cavers
ruined.
and see how they walk, crawl, stoop, etc. They
The two most important items of specialwill show you how to conserve energy on long
ized equipment are the hard hat
and lights,
trips.
The former will protect the we~rer against hitWhen going on a trip, let someone know
ting his head on low ceilings or in any vertiwhere you are going, when you will return and
cle work. The latter, lights, is very necessary
who to call if you are not heard from, Allow a
since wild caves are dark and some type of ilsufficient time interval when you will return
lumination is needed to get around. At least
since trips always last longer than originally
two and a suggested three sources of light must
planned. If you don't get back in time- phone.
be carried by each person. (Editor's no t e:
When in a cave, never go off on your own withmost grotto safety rules
require
three. )
out telling the trip leader.
Caving is a cocarbide lamps which attach to a hard hat are a
operative effort using a minimum team of three
cheap, dependable source of light which leaves
members, any fewer is dangerous.
hands free for traveling. Spare carbide, water,
The most important aspect has been saved
parts and a spent carbide container are carried
for the end. Caves are unicue natural WJnders
and must not be defaced.
by ea~h individual using a carbide
lamp. EWriting
nanes o n
lectric had lamps are gaining in popularity
walls is against NSS policy.
Removal of any
cave formation is not condoned and in
but are usually too expensive for beginners.j
many
Most of this equipment can usually be borrowed
cases unlawful.
Cave life is not to be color rented from the grotto or grotto members if
lected nor disturbed in any way. A vandalized
advance arrangments are made. The second source
cave is ugly. Everything brought into a
cave
of light is usually a flashlight with sJ:are
must be taken out.
REhEl'll:lER - Take Nothing But Pictures,
b~~l:~d batteries.
A third source of light,
c
and matches, have supplied the light on
Leave Nothing But Footprints.
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the lost cavern of the
•

s1erra diablos
by Rod Crowder
The year was 1941 and most of the six men were young, then ranging in age from about fifteen
to perhaps thirty five. It was on an early spring morning when they left the ranch house driving
an old flat bed truck. With them they carried about 350 feet of lariat rope, flashlights, a windlass and other assorted items. It was a chill morning with some fog hanging over the higher mountains. Fragrant odors greeted the men from the native junipers. Tall grama-grass waved and bent
before the ancient truck. Electricity of adventure cracked among the men's conversations. The
was was very far from the Sierra Diablos and the several soldiers on leave who were among the
group.
The evasive opening had first been found perhaps a year prior to the first entry. It is reported to have happened .this way.
A rancher constructed a dam across a small draw to catch some
water for his livestock when the creek ran to its brim from spring rains in the arid area. Upon
construction of the dam, a heavy rain came, and as the rancher had hoped, the reservoir filled,
but before his eyes in a short length of time the precious water had seemingly been sucked into
the earth.
From Sierra Blanca, Texas, the
rancher employed Mr. Leah and his son to cement
the deep cracks in the limestone so that the
reservoir would hold water.
Shifting from
ceptively steep.
Being able to descend only a
their work, the men decided to explore around
short distance, they tossed stones which rolled
to see where the holes might lead.
Finding
and clattered down to a much deeper level. A
second near disaster occurred upon the ascent
none of them large enough for a man to enter,
they walked some distance below the dam and
to the top when the rope caught and dangled its
discovered an opening they were able to enlarge
occUpant for agonizing minutes.
somewhat.
When they threw sones into
the
Once out of the cave, the group split,
opening they heard nothing. With mounting~in
each man contributing to the war or to the war
terest, they proceeded to enlarge the opening
effort, but together they all agreed to return
to a size of about four by six feet.
to the deep unnamed cave and eXplore it.
News of the bottomless bole spread first
Early in the Spring of' 1968, I checked
to Sierra Blanca where Tom Ellison, Mr. Leah,
over the vertical gear again • Behind Elbert
and George decided to construct the windlass
Bassham's Toyota,the dust swirled into the air.
for entry into the cave.
Graydon Hicks sat in the front passenger's seat.
The first man seated himself on a board
Beneath me was our bedrolls and gear which infashioned into a seat for entry into the cavern
cluded 500 feet of nylon goldline rope • There
by way of the windlass • Slwoly, be was lowered
were additional lengths of nylon bringing our
down and in, finally out of sight, and tense
total footage to about 800, two sets of' new
minutes later, so deep that the men above could
break bars, numerous carabiners and a pair of'
no longer hear his shouts • To those on t<>p, 1t
worn, but trusted Gerry brake bars.
Seat
was a time of difficult decisions of how fast
slings, prussic ropes and hard hats equipped
and bow deep to l6wer him.
Rather than lower
with electric and carbide lamps were among the
him, the choice above was to raise him.
They
gear. We were well equipped, but the equipment
raised an elated, excited man who
proclaimed
was secondary to the research we had invested.
that his light would neither reach the sides of
We had interviewed every man who had been down
the bell-shaped entrance nor the bottom.
with the exception of one. Graydon Hicks, the
Again they lowered the platform, this time
athletic coach and business teacher from Sierra
with two men on 1t.
They lowered 1t
until
Blanca turned a little green every time the
finally with more than 300 feet of the rope
possible 300 foot descent was mentioned, but
down, the rope went slack. It was a time to
each evening after school for several weeks I
wait and speculate.
had worked with him on our own rope equipment.
Down inside the cavern, the two who went
Our conversations and thoughts came to an
in were awed by the great size and. the formaabrupt halt at the sight of' George, our guide
tions they saw.
The epening was a small pinwho met us at the appointed gate. George was
hole above them. Frequent shouts
from above
mounted in his jeep waiting for us. He wae one
echoed unintelligible in the cavity. Exploring
of the original groUp that went into the cave
for a short distance· they then signaled by jerkand had agreed to take us to it-. We found him
ing on the rope for the platform to be raised.
to have a unique personal!ty. It was his habit
Tvo more of the party entered. once inside,
to not speak often and 1t vas obvioua that he
was ·a true outdoors man.
they found a second startling and near disastrous drop.
The appearance was of' another ~
Choking on the dust from George 's Jeep, we
sage ~ large enough to stand in, but defollowed him first ·over vell maintained roads
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past an abandoned rancll house. We drove to a
canyon which George looked into and proceeded
to drive up. It vas really rough. Our excitement and anticipation ran high that morning in
the Sierra Diablo Mountains, but a:fter searching :for the elusive opening all day our spi~its
became dampened and ve became exhausted.
we spread our bedrolls in the old ranch
house and slept as a storm rolled over the
mountains.
The next morning early nev hope arrived.
Mr. Isah o:f Sierra Blanca came out to help
us search. Each swing through the hills returned us to the large canyon above the house.
Memories stirred in our guides to be squelched
by changed roads or wrong leads •
Our second day le:ft us de :fee.ted. We :felt
that the devil of the White Mountains vas guarding the cavern from our intrusion. The weekend
was over and each of us had to return to classrooms Monday.
We know it is here but it is elusive. We
all plan to go back on a larger expedition with
more time.
The Sierra Diablos have called.

----,1~b~~~------------------------~
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/Ja pe4h.a.p4. .U .U.. wo.u:.h .tM. lo171- wa.U. !&c.
t.hA.nk. U .U.. a. v-ood ~e and hope. .tha-t •:ou. c!.o
.too.

!Jf ~ .U.. no.t .the -l.CIA.t; ~ .th.a..t qou.' uc.
.u.a.d .in ~ ~e ~~~~ .i.n.u.i.te qou. .to nou .the4., ·
I) cz.t.ioU-4. a..t:.U.c.Lu..
''Cl~pfo~ 1 4. Co-t.ne.t. 11 bq S.u.L R.u.4.4-el:.
fl aoU ~9- concep.t .in .th.a..t 4-0r.~e peopL:.
do enj..oq clo4.e pla.ce4. w~d OY'.e .thu..t p~t.om~ :;..~
p~t.oiJ.U.e r.~u.ch ~e4.:Un<; ~t.e.a.d.i.n.r;.

.in .tM. fu..tu.~t.c.
know.i.n.r;. S.u.L, we know .tha-t we. ca.n e.>epec
n'o.t.e f -t,on~ h-iM .in .tM. fu..tu..u..
find,

11

955 Ne.w4. 11 f-t,Or.£ ,q. R.ic.ha.lt.d Sm.u.h - 4-ho-t.-t.,
ba of .i.n.te.t.e4-.t and .intp-..t'a..nce. :JM. ne>Vt ~e
fl ••~.i..chaML ~~~~ ",q ,'~o4.e !)4. f1 ;'Zo4.e !)4.11. I .t il

9-l.owe.t- 11 ••• !Jn.t~<;.

find lfe a-u. f.i.n.a.Uq be~ .to 9-e..t 4-0r.:e
11
a..t:.U.c.Le4..
Du.dle.q Ca.IJe 11 b'f Ca.lt.l Kv..n.c:L
.in ~ ~e. .U.. a g.ood e><.Mple. of a cc;IJe r.?..:::.i..cle .th.a..t 'fOU. cou.ld w.t.Ue.
find h.u.. ''P.u.(USble 11
4-a_q4- 4-0me ~ .t/:ta.t ha.IJe needed 4-Cllj.i.n.t; fo.t.
c
long. .t.inte..
!Jn .tM. ne>Vt; ~e .the.t.e wW- be
~u. abo d. a new pU .in .tM. E4- Send a-t-ee
and cavu. .in Ok.La.hoaa and ,q.f:A.-;ona. ( 11-tA-.tUn b'f
:Je.J(.Q,4. Ca!Je..t.4.1 of COu..t.4-e} •
C<We

We a-u. a. bU .ta.U . fo.t. .tJ...i.4 qea.t., bu..t
Wo.tu. 9o.t. Neophq.te Spdu.nk.~ 11 o.t. a. 4-.;,.ua-t.
~e. wou.ld aalu. a 10od ha.ndou..t fo.t. .tM.
no IJ.i..cu. .in 'I ou.-t, g.-t-o u.p.
1

Ne.>Vt ~e. we. 1U al4.0 h<We a.n edUo-t,.i..a,l.
{-t,om .the Ch~an... !).aau ReddeU.
!Jnc.Ue.n.tal.4, ao4..t of .tM. pu.1-ri-u. pu.bl.u..hCfl{)[R con f-t,Oa .the fe..t.W.e. b.t.a.i.n. of
!).aau. [ 4-.tu. ~ o.the..t.w.c.-. no .ted.
ed .in .tM.

!) MIJe ae.nU.oned .tM. ne>Vt ~ 4-eiJe..wl..
U.u. •• • IJ.e.4-••• ~ .U e.nou.tjh .~ fo.t. .the
ne.>Vt ~e.. when?? We don' .t /eno, ba U .U .in
.the wo-t,/-o.A.. We diA.nk. U w.u.t be a. 10od one al4.0.
l!u..t, •hen U .U pu.b.t..uhe.d, 11e. 1U a.g.a..i.n. be. ou..t
of •~. We hJJpe. .tha.t lfe can depend on qou.
.to .t.eaedq .tJuz..t 4-Uu.a..t.i.o n
and 4-u.p P4 e.nou.r;h
a~ 4-0 .tJuz..t we can g..e.t back on 4-che.du..te.
b e.fo.u. .too ./..o 111--

"Rnd 9o.t4,
THE LOOT CAVERN OF THE SIERRA DIABLOO

Depth: 350 :feet ot ro~e reported to have been
let out on windlass • . {E•timate: 300-350 first
level.) Depth of second level not known .Width
ot bottom estimated at 100 teet. "Live" :formations discovered in 1941. present state not
known.

.t.OU-i.m;. -in.
one of .thu!'

le.e.e.p til.o<1-e ea.t.U and le.~
!) .t.ead and enjoq eiJa.t.lf

!).cw.U and
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THE INCHWORH HE1H07)
OF A5CEN7)1NG ROPES
Tom Meador
(The author wishes to thank Andy Komensky and other members of the Southwestern Region
N.S.S. for their help in making this paper possible. Also, thanks to George Gray 1
Editor of THE TEXAS CAVER, for making reference material available.)
The inchworm method of ascending ropes has recently come into wide use among members of the
Southwestern Region, N.s.s. They have made a number of modifications on the original technique
(described by Thrun, 1967) and have perfected it.
Both chest and seat slings, connected by carabiners, webbing or rope, are worn while using
this method.
One ascender (either one of the knots, semi-mechanical ascenders, a heibler, or a climblng cam:
is attached to the front of the chest sling with an extremely short sling. If a Jumar,ascender is
used it is suspended directly below the front of the chest harness and its bottom is attached to
the seat sling.
The foot sling is usually attached to both feet, because the use of one foot is very t::lring.
The length of the foot sling is largely a mater of personal preference. Some prefer one long
enough for the attached ascender to come within 18 inches of the chest ascender. Others prefer an
extremely whort foot sling, allowing the ~scender to come up a short distance to the knee above
(within reach of the hand). The short foot
sling allows maximum gain per climbing cycle.
It also makes passing an overhanging ledge easier. One disadvantage of a short sling is that
attach a small length of rope from the seat
it is necessary to take one foot out of the
sling to the ascender of the foot sling for
sling while chimneying or climbing u~ a slope
ease in moving it up.
(because the sling acts like a hobble). Also,
One of the main advantages of the Inchworm
some find a large gain per climbing cycle too
method is it's ledge passing capabilities •
strenuous.
Attaching the ascender as close to the chest
The·procedures used while climbing a rope
sling as possible makes it possible to use your
with this method are as follows:
hands to dig the rope out of mud, work it out
(A) The ascender attached to the chest
of a crack, and to push yourself out from the
sling is placed up as high as possible on the
ledge while advancing the ascender over it.
standing line.
If the standing line is nylon,
One of the main disadvantages of the other asas much of it as possible, should be pulled
cending techniques, when passing ledges, has
down through the ascender.
been the use of a long sling on the top ascend(B) The ascender on the foot sling is
er thereby decreasing the use of the hands
attached to the standing line below the other
whiie passing ledges.
On some ledges, a short
ascender.
foot sling is a great help in bringing the feet
(C) Standing up on the foot sling and
up for use in passing over it.
advance the ascender which is attached to the
Another advantage of using a short sling
chest slings, as far Up as possible.
on the top ascender is the fact that it becomes
(D) Draw the feet up and move the bottom
extremely tiring to raise oneB arms above one's
ascender up to the position immediately below
head.
the top ascender.
A sltilled person using other methods can
(E) Repeat steps C and D.
climb faster than someone using the Inchworm
When using Jumars with this methOd it is
method, but it is a great equalizer for the
only necessary to move the bottom Jumar up with
less skilled.*
the hand, the other one is moved up by the
chest sling when you stand in the foot sling.
*The current "record" is 1 minute 33.2 sec.
On free drOps , when there is enough tension
for 100 feet using another method (Mitchell,1967)
(manually applied or other) below the climber,
One novice climbed 50 feet in 58 seconds using
it is possible to ascend by lashing the Jumar
the Inchworm technique.
to one leg and not use either hand or the other
The ''best method" for a person to use . i s
leg. This would probably be
useful in some
the one which works· easiest for him. (Thrun,
rescue situations.
1967).
When using a short foot sling some cavers
(Continued on page
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NEWS
abilene
On September 27, about 11:45 p.M., the only typist that the CAVER seems to have, fell
off a large 5-foot inflated ball, and broke his
left elbow. Jim Estes has now almost recovered
and is back to more normal activities. No complaints, just that he is sorry the CAVER didnot
get out, and is now only (?) three months behind.
A meeting was held at the home of George
Gray with about ten attending on Hallowe'en
night. Ricky Gray kept the little hoodlums attended to as the others discussed caving and
viewed color slides.
Dennis Kazee and friend,
Ron, brought shots of their trip to the Devil's
Sinkhole last summer.
Visitors included other
than Kazee were Ken and Debbie Miller and Jack
and Kathy Fry.
Jim Estes made a trip to Brewster County
and in company with Irene Estes, Freda Blackwell
and Mr. and Mrs. Ray Smith of Roby, visited a
string of Indian shelters. Of note were several grinding holes about six inches across and
some twelve to fourteen inches deep. The shelters were unnamed and need further investigation.
Grotto address: 2818 South 39th St., Abilene, Texas, 79605 •

a
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Let •s see now, where were we?
Ah yea, I
seem to remember a day back in May when I last
sent some news to the CAVER. But, summer bas
a way of getting a person away from caving and
writing. Back to May.
Several members had planned to attend the
May 11th powell's thing ( later dubbed proJect
washout) but found it impossible with the approach of finals and other non-cave- related
functions.
We read with contempt the heartwarming account of project Washout as tears
filled our eyes •
Then summer clamped down on us and the
Merry Band of A&I cavers dispersed to their
various parts of the country. Kreidler, busy
plucking drowning bodies
from
the Me Allen
Country Club pool had little time for caving,
but managed .to sneak in a trip or two in his
new Scout. Tom Levi was carrying the mail. in
Killeen while his wife Jan (formerly Weeksl was
busy making baby clothes for a little girl born
17 August (I think).
pat
pepper did
some
caving in the Leakey and Uvalde area and has
turned Up some good leads for us in this much
neglected part of the state. Laura Gass was
working as a counseler at the same camp near
Kerrville that Zuzanne Fowler of Tech was working. Neither knew the other was a caver until
near the end of the sUDIIDer. Ediger was off to
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the wars for six weeks of RO'ro Summer Camp at
Ft. Sill, Oklahoma. While there
near
the
Wichita Mountains ("nasty granite" says Ediger)
he decided to take in a cave that had a mountain named after it (Bat Cave
and
Bat Cave
Mountain, respectively). Bat Cave turned out
to be a gargantuan subterranean void 12 feet
high and at least as long. Wasn •t even a bat
there ! "Nasty Gran! te", requotes Ediger. The
Bittingers were tooling around in the heartland
of the GGG, our great Western States,
where
they climbed a few mountains and checked out
some ice caves in Lava Beds Rational park.
Steve Hulsebus, our Yankee turned caver, could
be found ' in several of the Iowa caves at various times throughout the summer.
Various
other A&I types either haven't reported or
didn't go caving.
Following his incarceration at Ft. Sill,
Ediger spent some time in Austin swapping cave
lies, going to cave parties, getting to know
some cavers and giving Terry Raines a minor
hand at getting out Bulletin II of the AM::S.
Later in August he attended the NSS Convention
in Springfield, Mo. where he and sane of the
Austin and other Texas types had a great time
doing the various things cavers do at R5S Conventions. One of the highlights of the convention was the meeting of the
Greater Guano
Grotto of which Ediger speaks highly. He is
also a member.
Labor Day weekend saw a profuse scattering
of A&I cavers • Kreidler and some RGVG types
were four wheel driving through the mud on the
road to Carrizal in Mexico. Ediger was on a
trip to Tinaja with T. R. Evans, Richard M.
Smith, and 4 others in R.R. 's pickUp. A great
"railroad tunnel passage" was found at the far
reaches of the "Lost passage" which had been
refound last Thanksgiving by Ediger and otber
A&I peeple. The Bittingers were busy discovering virgin passage in Bustamante (that's right,
Bustamante). A beautiful formation room several
hundred feet long and loaded with many white
and unusual belictites and other varied speleothems • Laura Gass was in the area of tbe TSA
Kerr County project but didn't get a chance to
stop by.
A couple of weekends later, a crew of
Steve Bittinger, Craig Bittinger, Bill Bolen ,
Gill Ediger, Gail Gayenda, John Kreidler, and
Real Morris as well as Fred proctor of the RGVG
were in Bustamante taking pictures of the new
room. Several rolls of film were esposed •
Finances did not permit immediate development.
A hard sell "plaster-the campus-with-caveclub-posters" campaign paid off when about 50
peaple showed up for the first meeting of the
semester. A feature article in the SOUTH TEXAlt
the school newspaper, on the caving club promised to turn Up even more for the next meeting as club trips to Bustamante and Devil's
Sinkhole were being planned.
Our Grotto Ch!.rter is presently in the
application stage and should be a reality before next semester.
•
Club meetings are the let and 3rd Tuesd&¥S
of each month at 8pm in Room 210 of the BioloSJ
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and Earth Science Building. Ediger or Kreidler
cSh be reached at LY2-1300 or LY2-1384.
Come
by if you're in the area.
Club address: p. 0. Box 2213, Texas A&I University, Kinsville, Texas 78363.

alamo
REMEMBER THE ALAMO! •• Grotto, that is.
Sorry we were delinquent in our reports,
but we have had communication troubles with our
reporter.
Charles Burns, paul Kuehlem and Sandy
Trout went to Indian Creek Water Cave on the
17th and 18th of August • They spent 1t hours
in the cave and took pictures. They spent much
of their time .in Alice's Wonderland. They explcred two side passages and an extensive Upper
passageway which they were unable to fully explore because of lack of equipment.
Sandy Trout and Charles Burns went to
visit Haby's Cave near Leakey. They took about
an hour to find the cave, hence they did not
have time to fully see the cave. They plan to
go back for a picture expedition as soon as
they can.
Dick White got a lead to a cave north of
town and in vi ted Sandy, paul and Dr.
Robert
Hausman to the find • The cave itself has many
human remains from ancieot Indian tribes. In
interest to the cave, it stops in a mud plug
about 70 feet below the surface and we are trying to remove the plug with a jet of high pressure water. Subsequent reports will follow as
progress is made.
Twice in July a group of grotto members
{paul Kuehlem, Sandy Trout, Butch SUIIIIII8r, Chas.
Burna and Dr. Robert Hausman) went out above
Del Rio to check a deep vertical cave (est.
depth, 300 feet)
The first trip the grou~ ran
out of rope in a hundred foot domed pit {only
seventy feet of rope is needed for the pit),
but on the second trip four of the group made
it to the bottom.
Charles and paul checked
passages 'above the last pit vhile Sandy and
Butch eXplored an extensive, horizontal passageway off the bottom of the same pit (they
never found the end) • Also, bad air is reported.to be in the extensive passageway.
This month the Grotto had elections to
fill vacancies left during the summer.
The
changes are as follows:
Treasurer - Dave Litainger .
Equip. Chairman - Dick Wh1 te
Vice Chairman - Sandy Trout
The grotto usually meets the first Friday
of every month.
To find out exact time and
place call Courtney pennington, 5527 Slatery ,
San Antonio, phone OV4-2927.
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balcones
During the early part of June, members
were on vacation and in Mexico, so little caving was done in Texas.
June 24 Wolfgang Lehnhard t, Wee Loder and
Howard Crow went to check on leads in Kimble
County just outside of Telegraph. They talked
to the owner's wife and promised a survey and
map if they could get in on some future date.
They then went to Kerr County where they found
a cave estimated to be a couple of hundred feet
long, having an eggshaped room and containing
swallows, bats and one rattler.
They also
tried to locate the James River Bat Cave but
the owner wouldn't let them in.
29 June Wes Loder and Howard Crow visited
Enchanted Rock Cave, which extends diaggonally
down the rock for about 200 feet and has formations---soda straws in granite, white colored.
About the same time Bill Russell, Howard
Crow and Wolfgang looked for a iarge cave in
the Blanco River east of Wimberley. It is at
river level and was reportedly mined for lead
during the Civil War.
During high water there
is supposedly a large whirlpool over the entrance to the cave. The ranch owner has so far
not been home.
Bill and Carol Russell and Terry Raines
went with Carl Kunath and several UTG members
on a photography tour to the Gruta del palmito
at Bustamante, Mexico, on the 4th of July.
Heavy rain made the cave more photogenic but
the trail and campground leas than comforlable.
Several good pictures came out of the seemingly
thousands taken by the 6 photographers. Much
time was spent jockeying for
position w i t h
tripods and confusing the one professional with
questions about shutter settings, etc., and
spilling innumerable flashbulbs. Nevertheless,
a good time was had (seemingly) by all.
Near the end of July Wolfgang, Howard Crow
and Grady Wallace found a cave across the river
from Buffalo Cave on the pedernales.
They
thought it to be an extension of Buffalo Cave.
It had at least 2 entrances, one of them a 60
foot pit, and many passages with formations.
It was about 200 feet long, ending in one room.
Later trips proved it to be 2 caves in the same
fracture zone as Buffalo Cave, but not an extension.
In August, Bill Russell,
Wolfgang a n d
Howard Crow found a limestone area south of
Marble Falls, where they found many cracks and
fissures, and some caves which still need to be
checked after several trips.
August 17, Wolfgang took the Spelean Group
from Houston to some of the Beck Ranch Caves,
then the group met Bill Russell at Innerspace
and spent~ -the afternoon there. That evening
Bill Russell, David Meredith, Ron Bridgman and
wife from San Antonio, and Mark Hart 1 a Cobb
Cavern guide, looked at the Cha;el, dug, and
planned future strategy for finding new passage.
Grotto address: Box 7551 U.T. Sta., Austin
78712.
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boerne
.Recently, two members of the Boerne Speleological Society, Larry Schmidt
and
Eddy
Sidensicker, visited a cave on a ranch near
Sisterdale. This cave, for many years the receptacle for unwanted cans and bottles, was reopened by the ranchowner and explored by a
party of the B.S.S., to a distance of some 150'
from the first domed pit.
The cave is a solution channel cavern.
Schmidt and friend passed the spot where
the first party had stOpped. They proceeded
down the passage for another 150 feet.
The
passage is mud filled and narrow with only one
room of size enough to permit standing. They
soon encountered running water which led under
a low ceiling that at the time did not permit
entrance.
Both cavers believe the passage enlarges further on.
In regard to formations they were few in
number and none living.
The principle discovery was the presence of numerous blind albino
salamanders.
This seems to be an interesting cave and
if in the future, expeditions to this cave turn
Up something promising, it will be passed on to
the readers of the TEXAS CAVER.
Tbe former ClUb Reporter Miss Jolyn Dierks
has resigned her position. Her place was taken
by Howard c. Calder.

southwest texas
As the end of school approached, caving
activities began to taper off.
The last of April Dwain Faith (uro),- Joe
Sumbera, Sharon Cathey, and Martha Burk finished mapping Boyett's Cave near San Marcos. An
additional 500 feet was mapped, puttitig the
cave near the 1000 foot mark.
The cave is
quite complex with 3 main levels, a lake room,
and almost all the passages within a 50 feet
radius.
Cindy Aterburn, Mike Walsh, Keith Ruess
and Brian Galligan mapped another Hays County
cave, Freeman's Crawl.
The cave consists of a
150 foot crawl ending in a 20 foot diameter, 13
foot tall room.
The weekend of May ll-12, Jim Sheppard,
Cindy Aterburn, Keith Ruess, Martha Burk, Jim
Mcintire and Joe Sumbera visited Langtry Lead,
only to be stOpped by high water in the lower
level, long crawl and then took a short side
trip to the road cut caves west of Langtry.
Friday the 17th, Jimmy Jarl, Keith Ruess,
Sharon Cathey and Joe Sumbera went to Devil's
Sinkhole to try out new JU:maring methods to be
used on an end of school Mexico tri-p. We experimented with combinations of two-foot slings
and chest harnesses; we found little improvement over the popular footseat sling
JUmar
method. The added c~est harness
made Up in
safety what it lacked in decreased speed and
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the two foot slings proved quite unsatisfactory

at least for such a short Jumar. We returned
Saturday to San Marcos after
stOpping for a
cool swim in the Frio River.
May 28-June 1, Jimmy Jarl, Keith Hyess,
Jimm Sheppard, Jim Mcintire,
and Joe SUJjbera
visited Mexico and vent on a hiking trip west
of Aquismon, S .L.p. They stopped by S6tano de
las Golondrinas to take pictures, and then hiked into Tamapatz to find shelter in the local
school house. Friday, they hiked west of Tamapatz to Rancho de Aquiamarga where they IIXplored
several S6tanos 8o to 18o feet deep and found
one promising cueva that . Joe and Mac explored
down to the 400 foot level before they ran out
of time and rape ~
On the trip back Sunday,
they lost a fuel pump in George West and were
fortunate to bump into John Fish and crew
coming from Hoya de Guaguas •
The summer did little to slow caving down
as Mike Walsh has been active up in North West
Texas visiting River Styx and other caves and
La Gruta de Bustamante in August. Brian peterson and Bill Elliot (UTG) have been active in
Williamson County and Inner Space Caverns •
They've mapped an additional 1000-plus feet in
I .s. and remapped 4-MileC ave ( 'l)
Ed
Fomby
and Keith Ruess have been running around Centzi
Texas and more recently went to the NSS Conventio·n in Missouri. Ed, Brian and Bill also remapped Dead Man's Hole •
Sharon Cathey, Martha
Burk and Jim Mcintire revisited Langtry Lead ,
finding the water still high and went into the
140 foot pit in Emerald Sink.
David Jackson,
Mac, Martha, Sharon, Doug and Joe Sumbera visited Indian Creek in July.
A new crawlway was
found but nothing else of interest.
We are still hOping to bear from the NSS
on our grotto and are planning for a bigger and
better caving-school year.
The club meets the 2nd and 4th Thursdays
of each month, 7:30 pM, Room 3, Science Bldg.
ClUb address: · SWT Caving ClUb, Southwest
Texas State College, San Marcos, Texas 78666 ~

utg
tJr Grotto members did perhaps less caving
this summer then usual as many of them were
otherwise occupied.
Expedition Chairman John
Fish spent the first half of the summer in
geology field camp - Vice-chairman
Jonathan
Davis amassing a small fortune working for an
oil canpany in Oklahoma- Terry Raines rushing
to the ~S Bulletin No. 2 printed and assembled in time for the convention - Secretary
Karen Mitchell camp counselling in Colorado-and
many other usually active members involved in
summer school.
Early in June before the start of SUDIDer
school, Terry Raines, Bill Calvert ,Bill Russell
and T.R. Evans went with James Jasek of Waco and
peter G. Kokalis of Arzona to the area arouncS
Aquis1110n, Mexico and the S6tano de !a! Golondrinas to study the area geology for the ~S
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Bulletin 2.
The group hiked about 40 miles in
5 days' time, over foot trails travelled by the
local inhabitants. To avoid heat
prostration
in the high humidity and temperatures,
they
consumed large amounts of salt tablets and wore
the local red printed bandanas
around
their
heads to keep the sweat from running into their
eyes. They took brunton readings of the strike
and dip of beds and peter collected rock samples.
They discovered five new caves, in spite
of the fact that most of their effort vas expended on observing geology, with cave hunting
generally neglected. One vas sketch mapped,
S6tano de Cualmena, a pit about 200 feet in
diameter and 150 feet deep with a climable drop
~nd no passage at the bottom.
Another, S6tano
de Muout, vas horizontal chiefly, vi th a small
climbable entrance drop, and about 300 feet of
walking passage.
The most promising cave vas
near the town of San Rafael.
It had a small
arroyo running into it at an elevation slightly
higher than Golondrinas.
Unfortunately there
vas no time to explore it.
Bill Russell says
that if it goes 300 feet it will go a mile.
They also found 2 more pits of about 150 feet
requiring repe.
At Tamapatz the geology group met with
more UT cavers who told an exciting story.
John Fish, Ron Ralph,Jonothan Davis and ·Richard
M. Smith had been mapping the Hoya de Guagas, a
pit rivalling Golondrinas, with a 470 foot entrance drop and a total dep~ greater than that
of Golondrinas. While John and Ron were on the
bottom, Richard and Jonothan were approached by
a local official, an eJido chief, who ask for
their letter of permission to explore the cave
(a must in the area) end refused
to
accept
theiz: word that they had verbal 'P.ermission. He
ordered them to pull up the rope and marched
them off to the local village surrounded by a
large group of men armed vith machetes, vhere
he seemed to be deliberating about what to do
with them vhen a friendly official whom they
had met previously appeared and saved them •••
exactly from what, they weren't sure. They returned to the pit, relovered the rope, and John
and Ron, vho had thought it all a prank, ascended. The group then vent into town to file
charges against the ejido chief, who vas reputed to be a regular troublemaker in the area.
A. Richard Smith, editor of the TSS spent
part of the summer in his dissertation area,
the g.ypsum plain of West Texas. James Reddell
joined him for caving south of Carlsbad and
they established some kind of record, finding
52 caves in 3 days, including one Ralph cave.
A Richard, along with Orion and Jan Knox,
represented UT at the Ker County project on
Labor Day and vas elected Chairman of the TSA
at the Board of Governors' Meeting.
Terry
~ines has found time to reprint the Vertebrate
paleontology issue of the TSS, and it's once
more available •
T .R. Evans, our man in Laredo, is working
Air Foree in a civilian capacity, runn
omputere and making regular weekend tripe
xico.
He lent his.. pickUp-camper to the
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July 4th photographic expedition to Gruta del
and its oversize tires prived handy
crossing the arroyos on the way to the mountain,
particularly after the heavy rains which came
that weekend •
Taking pictures were Carl Kunath (the only
adept, not to say professional photographer)
and several UT members, who mostly shot flashbulbs and stood in the picture for scale and
generally got in the way.
UTG members at the NSS Convention in Missouri in August were Terry Raines, Michael A.
Sanborn and T .R. Evans. All of them traveled in
TR's truck and used it as a base of operations
for peddling AMCS newsletter
subscriptions ,
bulletings and Mexican chile peppers. There
they met John Fish, Meri Thomas
and
Marsha
Meredith. The latter vas on leave from Annemanie, Alabama, where she has been a Vista volunteer for several months.
John pulled a muscle on one of the field trips and vas hospitalized for a brief period. Other eveotful happenings were NSS awards given.
T.R.Evans received the title of Fellow, John Fish, Terry
Raines and Bill Russell each received the title
of Fellow and a certificate of Merit.
On 30 August former UT members Sa.JII and
Diane Young from Salt Lake City, Janie Reddell
Richard M. Smith and T.R. Evans met TR's room
mate and Gil Ediger of Texas A & I in Laredo
and left for Tinaja and La Ceiba. They were
unable to reach La Ceiba but explored the Lost
(now found) passage in Tinaja to a drop, although they were hampered by bad air due to a
recent flood •
Dr. J. Hoover Mackin, professor of Geology
and sponsor of UTG died in August after heart
surgery in Houston.
Dr. Ernest L. Lundelius,
Jr., also a professor of Geology, replaces Dr.
Mackin as club sponsor. Dr. Lundelius is wellknown for his interest and activities in connection with vertebrate paleontology of Texas
and Atistralian caves.
Meetings are held each lst and 3rd Wednesdays of each month, Geology Bldg. 100, Univer sity campus.
Grotto address: Box 7672, University Sta~,
Austin, Texas 78712.
palmit~,

abilene groty
The girls of the Groty Group have been
driving everyone crazy with a song they found
in the exchange pile. We are
reprinting
it
here without permission.
From the Sim NEWSLETTER (St. Louis Univ. Grotto) Vol. VII, Bo. 1,
Spring, 1968.
I FEEL GRI'.l"lY

(To the tune of I Feel pretty)
I feel gritty, oh so gritty, I feel gritty and
vi tty and bright.
And I pity any boy vho is with • tonignt.
I'm disarming, eo disarming, it's
disarming I feel,
(ContitnMtd. OD .P~ 110)

alarming
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(CIAU3TROpHILIAC, trom page 97)
Crawl in Inner Spaee is known mainly because
peggy Walkington went through it. This crawl
starts out well over a foot high, and gradually
lowers un~il it is about eight inches high
where it Opens Up into the t1l' Bone Area. She 1
peggy 1 vas able to crawl forward until her
hands projected into the room, vhe~ they were
grasped by four strong cavers. A not inconsiderable amount of gentle pressure vas a~plied
and peggy slowly emerged into the room. Fortunately 1 there vas another way back •
Then there is the Tumble Bug Crawl dug by
David Merideth and cohorts to Discover a new
section of Cobb Caverns •
This passage is not especially small as
small cravlvays go 1 about one foot high and a
little wider, but it is one of the most exertive. The difficulty is the nature of the
valls and floor-~a.mp clay.
It i s not
dry
enough to be crumbly or vet enough to _be slick.
It is exactly damp enough to be sticky.
The
passage has to be negotiated
with arms outstretched and hardhat pushed ahead,but after 'bio
contortions aoth the caver and the hardhat are
stuck. Only perseverence and perfecting the
art of crawling vith the whole body so as to
distribute the pressure and avoid sticking as
much as possible enables the caver to negotiate
the crawl. The passage vas named after the
method used to dig it, wriggling in as far as
possible and then rolling a ball of clay and
backing out vith it.
This process is now repeating itself as each body through the crawlway removes clay and the passage is gradually
expanding.
There is much more of interest in the
Austin-Georgetown area (such as Hill's Cave
where the end has never been reached ) but the
Claustrophiliac's Corner will investigate such
varied delights as the infamous South Fault in
Natural Bridge Caverns, the real truth behind
Bill Russell's Long Crawl in Indian Creek Cave
and bring everyone Up to date on progress along
the Root Route in powell's Cave. Suggestions,
questions and comments are welcomed and should
be sent to Claustrophiliae, Box 7672, t1l' Sta.,
Austin, Texas, 78712.
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KAVER PUZZLE
This month's puzzle is an unscrambler. It
is your Job to unjumble the jumbles of the name
of several well-known Texas caves with a few of
those of New Mexico and Mexico thrown in for
good measure. These are caves that everyone
has heard about whether he has been caving for
only a year or longer.
Score yourself: 20 correct - expert; 1 5
correct - good; 10 correct - fair; and less than
10 · - you need to go caving more often .
1. NROIHOGN
2. RALUTNA GEBDRI - - - - - - - - - - - -

3.

pEDE

4. SWOLPI,E

5. VIRRE STXI - - - - - - - - - - - - 6. HOOGRIDSAN - - - - - - - - - - - - 7. BOCB
8.

S:RINREpCEA - - - - - - - - - - - - -

9. HOWOBIEL - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10. DRONEW
ll. BIARDACS - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12. TONOTOWOCD
13. MORGAN
14. SLIVED KOI.SHINE - - - - - - - - - - -

15. DnmaA
16.

~KE

D~LA

------------

--------------

17. GRAL :mr pUSMYG - - - - - - - - - - 18. MEATBASTUN
(INCHWORM, Continued from page lo4)
19. TRUE~
References:
Mitchell, Dick
1967
"Fastest Method with Jumars"
NSS NEWS 25 ( 12) : 2ll-212, December
Thrun, Robert
1967
"prusiking"
THE pOTOMAC CAVER 10(11):137-175, Nov

advertise in
the
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20. ROANOO
In the above cave names "cave" or "cavern"
has been left out of the name. Answers at the
bottom of this page • Do not look until after
you have finished.
uoaos - oz pav '..tm~aeo - 6t 1 ~a'SIII
-"S+sna- gt 1 mnsdA{) A.l~a'&'l - Lt 1 Pt&Iaa~S:- 9t
1
1{~9.10 U'SlP.NI - ~t 'etcnp(UlS su.Aea- 1ft 1 U'8
1
-m.tO{) - £t
pDOIWO~~OO - G"[ 1 pvq_s"[.J:'SO - LL 1 .19
-pao~- 6t 1 ~"[0qAOtQ- 6 1 9~'8dS.I~UU! - g 1 <t<t00
- L 1 s"Bat.xpaoton- 9 '~s .xaAtH- ~ 'srreAOd
-1t 1 deea - £ 1 aBpt.xa "['Q.lt\~'BH - a 1 U.IOtlSa01 - t
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(Continued from page 1o8 - GRITTY)

And so gritty folks hardly can believe I'm real.
See the gritty girl in that passage there
What does that foolish girl see?
There's a gritty floor, there's a gritty wall,
There's a gritty bat, there's a gritty me.
I feel gritty, oh so gritty, that the city
should give me a cell.
A committee should be organized to end my smell.
I'm not stunning, no, not stunning, folks are
running me out of the town
For I love to go exploring underground.

tss news
In a letter from James Reddell
Smith, dated 17 August, 1960:

to

A. Richard

11
••• by the end of
the survey (Texas Speleological Survey) I am confident of having 750
cav es in Texas. There are as I see it four
areas in Texas: ivest, Far \<lest, Central
and
Panhandle. West takes in Edwards, Val Verde,
Sutton, Real, Crockett, Irion, etc.: Far West
is El Paso , Peco s , Reeves, Culberson, J e f f
Davis, Hudspet h, Brewster, etc.: Central is the

pRINTED MA'l'l'ER

RETURN pOSTAGE GUARANTEED
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area around Travis, Uvalde,hedina, bexar, etc.J
and the Panhandle is marked with a great firebreathing dragon and the word in blood written
across the face: 11 UHKNU\iN. 11
The Texas SPeleological Survey now has on record as of 1 November, 1968, only 1590 caves.
There would be more than 1600
if those attending the TSA Project in Kerr County last Labor
Day weekend would send in their cave reports
either to:
A Richard Smith
Texas Speleological Survey
Box 7455
Austin, Texas 78712

Jim
TSA
166
San

Normand
Project Chairman
Lark
Antonio, Texas 78228

SUB0CRIBE TO THE
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P. 0. Box 143
Abilene, Texas 79604

